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Introduction 

 

This set of rules (adapted from my main set) was for our “big game” fought by Ayr and 
Sheffield wargamers on the 29th and 30th of October 2011. The battle that year was a 
“what if” centred on Gettysburg, General Lee’s attempt to end the war. 

This final version of the rules is rewritten and updated, the rules are not complex, 
greater detail can be easily added if you wish with a little research. I would like to thank 
Stephen Phenow for his help and interest through the internet and Brian Rodgers for 
some play testing nearer to home. 

 

                                                                      Edward W. McKie 
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Equipment 
 
You require the following as well as your figures and terrain: a metric tape or ruler, one 
ten sided die and one average die. 

Scales 
 
Ground scale;                1”                  =            50 yards 
Figure scale;                1 figure          =            40 men 
1 gun, mortar or wagon model             =         8 guns, mortars                
                                                                       or wagons 
Time scale;        One game period      =             20 minutes 
  

Base sizes: 
These sizes need not be used if your figures are already based. They are intended for 
15mm or 10mm figures and they are very accurate in relation to the ground scale. If 
possible figures should be based in troop stands as shown below. All sizes are in 
millimetres. 
 
Troop type; 

                                                   Frontage       Depth 
4 Infantry figures                          1”                 ¾” 
1 Sniper or Skirmish figure            1”                  ¾” 
2 Cavalry figures                            1”                  1” 
2 Dismounted cavalry figures         1”                    ¾” 
Horse holder and 4 horses             2”                  1¾”  
Mounted divisional commander       ½”                  1” 
Mounted corps commander  
and 1 staff                                     1”                   1”                                                          
Dismounted corps command            1”                   1¾”  
Mounted army commander  
 and 3 staff                                    1”                  2” 
Dismounted army command             2”                  1¾” 
1 gun or mortar model 
 with 4 crewmen                              1”                  1¾”  
1 limber with 2 horses                     1”                  2” 
1 wagon model etc                           1”                as required 

Troop Categories 
 

To make allowance for troops historical abilities, I suggest you categorise your troops in 
the following manner. 
 
Veteran;       Troops hardened by prolonged service in the field, also including 
Sharpshooters and U.S regulars. 
 
Experienced; Troops with previous battle experience but not as good as veterans. 
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Raw;               Troops with very little or no battle        experience, or militia 

Formation and Strength of Units 
I feel that brigades are the smallest units that should be fielded, 32 figure units should 
be the largest, and cavalry to make them more flexible could be as small as 12 figures. A 
brigade of 960 men would be represented by a unit of 24 figures; a brigade of 1,920 
men would be represented by 2 units of 24 figures. Artillery units are formed in 
brigades or battalions of 8 to 24 guns, represented by 1 to 3 gun models. For an artillery 
gun model to fire at full effect it must have at least 3 of its 4 figure crew available. If 
the crew lose more than one figure casualty the fire effect of the artillery unit will fall. 

Troop Battle Formations 

Battle Line 

 
The normal battle formation in the Civil War, it could deliver the maximum volume of 
fire against the enemy. This is the primary formation of both infantry and cavalry. 
 

 

Supported Line 

 

In an effort to add extra weight and force to an assault, brigades could form up in 
waves normally two regiments in depth, occasionally deeper and sometimes, though very 
rarely in supporting brigade lines. As with columns it could suffer severely from enemy 
fire. A unit’s second rank should be a minimum of half the number of front rank stands 
to count as a supported line, if charging or following up all troops fight in a melee.  
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March, Manoeuvre and Attack Columns 

                                               

This was the normal formation for both infantry and cavalry as they moved around the 
battlefield when not on the front line. It was a far faster and more manoeuvrable 
formation but if attacked it was much more vulnerable. On very rare occasions a brigade 
might assault the enemy in column of attack, represent this by using a similar formation 
to a manoeuvre column but 3 bases wide and at least 3 in depth. 

Skirmishers 

 
 
Whole units might fight in skirmish formation although this would be very rare. Normally 
troops would be detached from a unit to act as a screen. If so detached they must keep 
within 4” of their parent unit. They test morale as if a separate unit and if lost count as 
casualties to the main body. If charged, skirmish troops should always have the option of 
retiring at the double, forming up in the rear rank of their parent unit. A whole unit 
formed in skirmish formation should always have the option of retiring at the double 
away from the enemy, if caught in the back then they do not fight back during the first 
period of melee, if they survive then they fight back during the second period of melee. 
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Extended order  

 
Later in the war infantry would occasionally spread out in an effort to reduce the effect 
of enemy fire, however the Confederate’s were often required to extend their lines due 
to lack of numbers. If you wish to represent a full infantry brigade in extended order 
formation then the unit should be placed in line formation but the frontage per base 
should be doubled to 2” for 4 figures. I suggest you cut a few spare card bases to place 
between existing based figures to represent this. Units test moral in the normal fashion. 

Dismounted cavalry 

 
Cavalry fought in a loose formation when dismounted taking full advantage of any cover, 
while dismounted every fourth figure must act as a horse holder otherwise their horses 
will wander off! 

Hidden Movement and Visibility 
 
These rules are aimed at refighting large battles, Shiloh and Second Bull Run to name 
but two. Often in the Civil War armies were surprised by enemy attacks, to represent 
this you should do one of the following. 

Preferred method if umpire is available; 

Troops should be moved on maps until the umpire decides they have been spotted, 
normally troops can be identified in open areas at a range of 48” , however it  should be 
accepted that visibility is limited by line of sight. Weather, time of day etc could also 
adversely effect visibility.  

Alternate method usually if no umpire is available; 

Blind markers can be used to represent every division in the armies with a few extra 
phantom divisions thrown in to confuse the enemy. 
Blind markers should either be moved in Road March or Line formation.  
When spotted: 
Infantry in Road March or Line formation deploy as such. 
Cavalry in Road March or Line formation deploy as such, in addition Cavalry in Line 
formation can be dismounted. 
Artillery in Line formation can be deployed limbered or unlimbered; in Road March 
formation they are always   limbered. 
Spotting is the same as the preferred method. 
 
Troops in dense woods and towns can only be seen or see out when up to 2” in from the 
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edges, visibility within this terrain is limited to 2”. Visibility in open woods is similar 
except that viewing distances are increased from 2” to 4”.  Smoke caused by firing 
weapons only has a minor effect which is dealt with as a -1 shooting factor if troop’s fire 
through it, smoke caused by weapons disperses after the next periods firing phase. 

Ammunition 
 
Troops fighting in long battles run the risk of running out of ammo as often happened in 
real life. To simulate this every time a unit fires it must roll the ten sided die required 
when using the casualty table even if it has inflicted a full casualty, a score of 10 results 
in the unit running out of ammo, an ‘OA’ marker should then be placed behind the unit. To 
replenish ammo the divisional ammunition wagon must move or be within 8” of the unit at 
the end of movement during the next or any future period, the ‘OA’ marker is removed 
at the end of the replenishing battle period. 
Troops in permanent fortifications would not run out of ammo unless besieged over a 
very long period, do not roll the die for these troops. 

Deployment and General Orders 
 
The Commander-in-Chief should draw his initial deployment on a map of the battlefield. 
Clear orders are then written for all his corps commanders and their intended march 
route should be drawn clearly on the map. Corps commanders should then write orders 
etc for their divisional commanders. 
Orders should always be kept brief but you must remember to keep them clear. Orders 
may only be changed by a higher ranking General in the direct line of command, meeting 
his junior on the battlefield or despatching a courier to him. 

Battle Period 

Follow this procedure each period: 

1. Decide who has the initiative. 
2. Draw random effect cards if required. 
3. Both sides make all compulsory routs, retirements, etc. 
4. First army tests morale for all charging units. 
5. Other army tests morale for all charging units. (There are no counter 

charges allowed in any circumstances). 

6. First army then carries out all movements, charges, etc.  
7. Other army then carries out all movement, charges, etc.  
8. Perform all firing. ( NOTE; ranges are worked out after movement apart 

from charging units who suffer and deliver fire at a range of  1” ) 
9. Test morale for charging units that suffer casualties from firing. Unit tests 

at point blank range a distance of 1” from the enemy. 
10. Test morale for units standing to receive a charge. 
11. Fight all melees. 
12. Check for unit fatigue. 
13. Results of melees, losers must test morale.  
14. Perform all other morale tests (units test only once regardless of the 
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number of circumstances during 13 and 14). Poor morale results at this point 
will stop units declaring a charge in the next period. 

 

Random Event Cards: 
 
This can add a great deal of fun to a wargame and are best used when an umpire is 
available. In miniature wargaming we, as players, have a “God’s Eye” view of a battle. We 
know the terrain. We know the opposing forces. We know what mistakes were made by 
the historical commanders and we try not to repeat them.  
Random events some examples being; charges that occurred for no reason, officers who 
behaved strangely on the field of battle, troops who panicked for no apparent reason 
and so on. All could affect to some degree the outcome of a battle and upset the best 
plans of a commander. 
Prior to the start the number and type of cards should be decided. The following are the 
limitations you should use on the use of the cards;  

1. Cards are limited in number to one per division or one per playing commander. 
2. Cards are drawn at the start of each period by commander’s who have played 

their card last period,  
3. Cards are played either that turn or held until a commander wishes to play it. 

Some cards must be played the period they are drawn.  
4. No division or commander can ever hold more than one card. 
5. Cards are recycled, when used they are placed on the bottom of the pack. 

Gaining army initiative 
To gain the tactical initiative over his adversary each Commanding General rolls one ten 
sided die, the highest total gains the initiative. If both totals are equal then the General 
with the highest rating gains the initiative. The General who gains the initiative decides 
whether to move their army first or second. 

Command and Control 
Brigades etc must normally remain within the command radius of their divisional 
Commander which in open terrain is 12” but only 4” in dense woods etc and is blocked by 
impassable terrain or enemy units. 
Troops out with command control can always turn or fire but require to roll an average 
die to allow their brigade Commander to have the initiative to move, a score of 4 allows a 
brigade to move and change formation as normal, any other result and it may not move.  

Fatigue and Disorder 
To simulate weariness and disorder which often stopped armies from turning a tactical 
victory into a complete rout of the enemy, use the following method. 
Roll one ten sided die and consult the table below, if the dice score corresponds with the 
table below then the unit becomes fatigued. Use the worst action, roll the die only once 
per unit at the end of every battle period as required. 
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Units action this period                        fatigue die score 

 
    Routing or being attacked in the flank or rear                         Automatic 

          Retreating or moving in rough terrain                                    1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 
          Charging, doubling or in melee                                                  1, 2 or 3 

    
 
When a unit becomes fatigued, place a ‘Disorder’ marker behind it so you easily 
remember at a glance which units are fatigued. 
Recovering from fatigue requires a unit to rest, to do this a unit must remain stationary, 
not fire small arms or artillery and not perform any actions which might have a chance of 
causing further fatigue. It takes 1 full period for a unit to recover from fatigue; 
markers should be removed at the end of the recovery period.  
Fatigued units lose one or two figures as stragglers if they make a double move, roll a 
ten sided die; resulting score of 1to 5 loose 2 figures and 6 to 10 loose 1 figure. 
Fatigued units may never voluntarily make charge moves. 

Morale 

Test morale of units in the following circumstances; 

 
1. Before charging  
2. If standing to receive a charge. 
3. Charging units who receive any casualties from firing this period. Units test a 

distance of 1” from their target. 
4. The losers of a melee. 
5. When a friendly unit within 8” and in sight is routing at the end of period 

morale tests. 
6. To rally from retreat or rout. 
7. When a unit loses any casualties in a period. Do not test for this again if 

already done so while charging. 

Test procedure; 

 
Each unit that tests morale rolls one average die and adds or subtracts the relevant 
tactical factors. The final result is then applied to the morale results table. 
  

 

Tactical factors; 

If no enemy troops are in sight within 20” + 3 
If charging the flank or rear of an enemy unit + 2 
If veteran unit + 2 
Won present period of melee + 2 
If charging a fatigued/disordered enemy unit + 1 
If experienced unit + 1 
If behind or in any cover or defences except woods, corn fields etc. + 1 
If advancing + 1 
General in line of command with unit + 1 
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If under artillery fire this period – 1 
Each 10% of original strength lost by a unit – 1 
Each friendly unit in sight retreating or routing within 8” – 1 
If charged while in skirmish formation – 1 
Charging unit that received casualties from firing – 1 
If fatigued/disordered – 1 
If a unit has less than 50% of its original strength left – 1 
If attacked or fired on from the flank or rear this period – 2 
If at present retreating – 2 
If passed through by retreating or routing friends this period – 2 
Lost present period of melee – 3 
If at present routing – 3 

Morale results table; 

Final Score Morale state of unit 

 
4 or more 
   
3 to 1 
  
  
0 to -2 
  
  
  
  
-3 to -6 
  
  
  
  
  
 
-7 or less 

  
Unit will obey its orders 
  
Unit will obey all orders except to charge.   Charging units 
will halt 1” in front of their target. 
  
Unit will refuse to advance towards the enemy; it will obey 
all other orders. Charging units will halt 1” in front of their 
target. 
Skirmishing troops must retire if being charged. 
 
Unit will rout immediately if being charged or fighting in 
melee, otherwise it will retreat at the column double rate. 
After the initial period of retreat it may test morale to try 
to stop retreating, if surrounded the unit will surrender. 
Artillery may limber their pieces if they are not being 
charged. 
  
Unit will rout, it will leave the battlefield at the column 
double rate by the quickest route available. The unit may 
only retest morale if it is joined by a commanding General in 
direct line of command. If surrounded the unit will 
surrender. Artillery will abandon all of their pieces. 

Charge Responses 
Troops being charged frontally will normally stand and fire at point blank range 1”. If 
charged in flank or rear troops may only turn to face their attackers if the charging 
enemy unit takes over 25% of its movement to reach them, troops that succeed in 
turning can not fire this period but they will fight in the melee. 
Skirmishers, cavalry and artillery crew may opt to evade without firing. Skirmishers and 
artillery crew retire at the double 12” facing away from their attackers, artillery crew 
abandon their pieces with their limbers also retiring 12”. Cavalry retire at the line 
double rate if mounted, at foot line double rate if dismounted, where they may mount up 
if time allows. 
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Prisoners 
Prisoners are assumed to be escorted to the rear by a small detachment from the unit 
that captures them; these small detachment numbers have no effect on unit figure 
strength. 

Movement 
The rates of movement I have given below are the maximums possible in one period. It 
should be remembered that adverse ground conditions could greatly reduce them. All 
sizes are given in inches.  
 
Generals and couriers may always move 24” in one period if mounted. 
Field artillery crews may manhandle their guns up to 1” in a period. 
Troops cannot voluntarily come closer than 1” to an enemy unit unless charging that unit. 

Manoeuvres etc; 

Changing from line to column or vice versa deducts 50% from a units move. 
Changing from line to supported line or vice versa deducts 25% from a units move. 
Changing foot from line or column formations to extended line formations or vice versa 
deducts 50% from the units move. Whole units forming into or out of skirmish formation 
suffer the same 50% deduction.  Detaching a small amount of skirmishers to form a 
screen, or the skirmisher detachment rejoining their unit incurs no movement deduction. 
 
Changing face, turning, etc deducts 25% from a unit’s move, however retiring, retreating 
and routing units initial turn away from the enemy has no movement penalty. 
 
Dismounting or mounting cavalry deduct 25% from their move, while dismounted every 
fourth figure must act as a horse holder otherwise their horses will wander off! 
Limbering or unlimbering field artillery deducts 50%from their move. 
Limbering or unlimbering siege artillery or mortars takes one complete period. 
 
All troops loose 1” per contour on a hill when either climbing or descending. 
Foot move at three quarters, mounted troops and artillery at half their normal rates in 
open woods etc. 
Only foot may move in dense woods or rough terrain (Devil’s Den etc) moving at half 
their normal rate. 
Retiring, retreating and routing units are not slowed down by adverse terrain conditions.  
 
One 4 figure stand requires 4 complete periods to dig a trench or similar defence of 1” 
frontage; no other task may be performed while digging (trenches etc. dug in this hasty 
manner count only as cover for firing and morale). Troops who are fatigued my never 
construct defences. 

Passage of lines;  

Skirmishers may pass through friendly troops with no movement penalty to either party.  
Other troops may pass through each other but both parties loose 50% of their move and 
both units must clear each other for movement to be allowed, neither party may charge 
an enemy unit during a period when they pass lines. 
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Troop type 

  
Road march 

  
  Line 

  
Column 

        Bonus for 
Doubling   Charging 

  
Foot 
Skirmish foot 
Cavalry 
Field artillery 
Siege art. & mortars 
Wagons etc. 

  
    12” 
    n/a 
    24” 
    16” 
    12” 
    16” 

  
    6” 
    6” 
   12” 
   n/a 
   n/a 
   n/a 

  
   8” 
  n/a 
  16” 
   8” 
   6” 
   8” 

  
Add 50%         2” 
Add 100%      n/a 
Add 50%         4” 
Add 50%        n/a 
   n/a              n/a 
   n/a              n/a 

Small Arms and Artillery Fire 
The following weapons were the most common used during the war, add more types if you 
like and use the ratings I have supplied as a gauge. 
 
Smoothbore musket; used early in the war by the Confederates due to their lack of 
decent arms, also a common weapon of militia on both sides. 
 
Muzzle loading rifle or carbine; was the most common small arms, used by both sides. 
The Springfield and Enfield were excellent weapons some of the others proved very 
poor and were considered second rate. 
 
Breech loading rifle or carbine; the rifle was used in small numbers by both sides. The 
carbine was mainly used by Union cavalry, proving decisive late on the war. 
 
Repeating weapons were used in fair numbers by Union troops late on in the war, their 
volume of fire proved to be devastating. 
 
12lb smoothbore gun; as the war continued it became the most common artillery piece 
used by both sides. 
 
3” Rodman rifled gun; was the most common rifled gun, highly prized by both sides. 
 

Siege guns; very heavy and difficult to move these guns were used very rarely in field 
battles. 
10” mortar; used mainly for sieges they were very cumbersome. 

Restrictions on firing; 

Only front rank figures may fire. 
Artillery on higher or lower ground may fire over friendly intervening troops; however 
artillery may not fire over friends that are 3” or closer to the front of the guns and 3” 
or closer to the targeted enemy unit. This is a safe zone either side of the friendly 
troops as artillery fire was still poor in this area of fire control. 
 
Troops may not fire at targets more than 30 degrees left or right of their front face. 
While mounted, troops may never fire any rifle or musket.  
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Artillery firing using canister factors at the range of 0 up to 6” has a danger zone area 
within its arc of fire; any friends caught within the danger zone will equally split the 
resultant casualties with the targeted enemy unit. Artillery can always choose to fire 
solid shot (ball) safely instead of canister at a factor of 5, thus ensuring no ‘friendly 
fire’ casualties. 

 
All troops except siege guns and mortars may move and fire; however this does have an 
adverse effect on their firing. 
Charging units always deliver and receive fire at point blank range (1”) only at or by 

troops they are charging or are directly to their front and one figure stand on 

either flank. 

Troops fighting in melee may never be fired on.  

Target priorities; 

1. An enemy unit that is charging the firing unit. 
2. Any enemy unit that is within range. 

Firing procedure; 

1. Calculate the range form the centre of the firing unit to the target. 
2. Calculate the number of figures or guns eligible to fire. 
3. Derive the basic weapon/range factor form the table. 
4. Add or subtract the tactical factors. 
5. Cross reference the final firing factor with the number of figures or guns firing 

on the casualty table then remove the appropriate number of casualties. 

 
Danger zone area  

6” 
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Weapon/range factor table; 

Weapon 
  

                 Range in inches 
0 to  2”  to 6”   to  12”   to 32”  to  36”  to  48” 

Smoothbore musket 
Muzzle loading rifle 
Breech loading rifle 
Muzzle loading carbine 
Breech loading carbine 
12lb smoothbore gun 
3” rifled gun 
Siege gun 
10” mortar 

   7         2        n/a       n/a       n/a        n/a 
   8         5        2          n/a       n/a        n/a 
  10         6        3          n/a       n/a        n/a 
   8         5         0         n/a       n/a        n/a 
  10         6        1          n/a       n/a        n/a 
  14         9        5           3         n/a        n/a 
  12         8        5           4          3          n/a 
  14         9        5           4          4           3 
 n/a       n/a      3           4          3           2 

 
Remember to count each gun model as 8 guns for firing. 

Tactical factors; 

Target over two ranks deep in column or road march formation or flanked + 4 
Target in supported line formation + 2 (not cumulative to factor above) 
Armed with repeating weapons + 2 
Veteran troops firing + 1 
Resting weapons on walls, fences, etc + 1 
Raw troops firing – 1 
Firing through smoke – 1 
Artillery firing at a target that has moved position – 1 
Confederate artillery firing at a range greater than 6” - 1 
Firing unit has moved or changed formation etc. - 2 
Target in woods or behind walls etc. - 2 
Firing unit is fatigued/disordered - 2 
Cavalry firing while mounted - 2                                 
Target is dismounted cavalry or extended order infantry - 2 
Target is unlimbered artillery or skirmishing infantry - 3                                         
Target in permanent/prepared defences - 4  

Melee 
 
Troops entitled to fight must be in base contact with enemy to their front or the second 
rank of a charging or following up supported line and attack column or forming an 
overlap of one figure stand on either flank. Troops who have been struck in the flank or 
rear may not fight back during the initial period of a melee; if they survive into a second 
period of melee they may turn and fight back against their attackers. Other than to 
turn and/or expand to match the enemy frontage troops may not change formation while 
fighting in a melee. 

Melee procedure; 

1. Calculate the number of figures eligible to fight. 
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2. Derive the basic fighting factor from the table. 
3. Add or subtract the tactical factors.  
4. Add the chance factor. 
5. Work out causalities in the same manner as firing. 

Fighting factor table; 

Troop type 
  

Opponent is: 
Foot    Mounted cavalry   

All foot figures 
Mounted cavalry figures 

  3                      2       
  5                      3            

Tactical factors; 

Veteran troops + 1 
Charging or following up opponents + 1 
Unit is led by a commanding General in direct line of command + 1 
Raw troops – 1 
Fighting against troops that are on higher ground. – 1 
Fighting against troops that are defending behind walls etc. – 1 
Foot caught in the open by a cavalry charge – 2 
If artillery crew – 2 
If unit is fatigued/disordered – 3 
Fighting against troops defending permanent/prepared defences – 4 
 

Chance factor; 
This represents whether a unit has its “dander up” for the fight. For each unit involved 
in a melee roll one average die and add its score to the unit’s basic melee and tactical 
factors to achieve its final melee factor. 

 

Effects of melee casualties: 
If a unit has suffered more figure casualties than it has inflicted it has lost the melee, 
it then loses a further figure casualty representing troops captured during that melee 
period.  
Drawn melees will result in charging or following up units being repulsed. 
 

Before melee results all units check for fatigue.  

Results of melees; 

The losers of the melee must then test morale. Troops who lose a melee but survive 
their morale test are pushed back 3”. 
The winners if they charged or were following up may choose to follow up their 
opponents or not as they so wish, in all other circumstances they hold their ground.  

Units if required perform final period morale tests. If no unit routs and both sides 
remain in contact the melee will continue next period. 
Repulsed units fall back 3” facing their opponents; officers will be redressing their 
lines, steadying the troops for “another go” etc. next period. Units if required perform 
final period morale tests. 
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Casualty Table 
 

Factor Number of figures or guns firing, or figures in a melee 
1       2      3       4      5      6      7      8      9      10     20    30 

0 or 

less 
  
n/a 

  
n/a 

  
n/a 

  
0.1 

  
0.1 

  
0.1 

  
0.1 

  
0.1 

  
0.1 

  
0.2 

  
0.4 

  
0.6 

1 n/a n/a 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.6 0.8 

2 n/a 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.8 1.2 

3 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.6 1.2 1.8 

4 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.8 1.6 2.4 

5 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 2.0 3.0 

6 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 1.0 1.1 1.2 2.4 3.6 

7 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.3 1.4 2.8 4.2 

8 0.1 0.3 0.6 0.8 0.9 1.1 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 3.2 4.8 

9 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.7 1.8 3.6 5.4 

10 0.2 0.4 0.7 0.9 1.1 1.3 1.5 1.7 1.8 2.0 4.0 6.0 

11 0.2 0.4 0.7 0.9 1.2 1.3 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 4.4 6.6 

12 0.2 0.5 0.7 1.0 1.3 1.4 1.7 2.0 2.2 2.4 4.8 7.2 

13 0.3 0.6 0.8 1.1 1.4 1.5 1.8 2.0 2.3 2.6 5.2 7.8 

14 0.3 0.6 0.9 1.2 1.5 1.6 1.9 2.2 2.5 2.8 5.6 8.4 

15 or 

more 
0.4 0.7 1.0 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 6.0 9.0 

Explanation of casualty table: 

First number is the definite number of figures lost; second number is the percentage 
chance of losing an extra figure (0.4 = 40% chance of loosing a figure). Units suffering 
casualties from more than one source should work out each possible loss separately. 

Removal of figures etc: 

If your figures are based on the troop stands as I suggested 4 infantry, 2 cavalry etc. 
removal of losses which are not complete stands should be done as follows. Use ‘3’, ‘2’ or 
‘1’ markers behind a stand in the unit to indicate how many figures have been lost in the 
stand, some examples are given below. 
 
Example 1. 

A 24 figure infantry unit has lost 3 figures during a battle therefore it would still have 
six stands of 4 figures one of which would have a ‘3’ marker behind it, the unit would 
fight and test morale as a 21 man unit. 
 

Example 2. 

An artillery unit of 1 gun model has lost 2 crewmen therefore a ‘2’ marker would be 
placed behind it; it would then fire at three quarters  effect (6 guns) and test morale 
with 50% losses. 
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Example 3. 

An artillery unit of 3 gun models has lost 3 crewmen from one of its guns therefore a ‘3’ 
marker would be placed behind that gun model; it would then fire at half effect (4 guns). 
The unit as a whole would test morale with 25% losses.  
 

Battle Losses 
Breakdown of casualties per day of battle is as follows: around 15% dead; 35% badly 
wounded; and 50% slightly wounded or helping wounded to rear. 
Such troops return at the end of a days fighting. 
Troops captured are permanently lost, so for long battles numbers of prisoners taken 
should be recorded.  
 

Battle Markers 
Markers have been used throughout the rules i.e. ‘OA’ for out of ammo, ‘Disorder’ for 
fatigued units, etc. these markers are not necessary but are used to speed up play as 
casualty recording etc is made redundant. 
Markers should be constructed to your own design; they should be clear and easily 
understood. 
 

Risk to Generals 
Generals who are with a unit that is fired on or is involved in a melee have a chance of 
being hit. Roll one ten sided die, if the score is 1 the General is killed outright. If the 
score is 10 he is seriously wounded and must leave the battlefield as quickly as possible. 
He is out of action for the rest of the battle. The subordinate commander next in line 
will take over command form his disabled superior, this change in command takes a full 
period to take effect. 
 

Built up areas special rules 
In a built up area troops normally move on the roads in march column formation and so 
deploy only one base wide however, foot including dismounted cavalry may deploy in 
extended order formation, they move at only 50% of normal movement rate, if forced to 
retire, retreat or rout they suffer no deduction to movement but are automatically 

disordered. Assaulting troops attack the perimeter in normal formations, if they 
succeed in driving the defenders back they too must form into extended order or march 
column before advancing further into the built up area. 
Due to the low density of population, small size of towns and high proportion of wooden 
houses street fighting was rarely a strong feature of the American Civil War. When 
armies defended cities or towns they were inclined to hold field defences or strong 
points out with the perimeter of the built up area, mainly to prevent civilian casualties.      
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OPTIONAL RULES 
 
The optional rules included here are purely to add more “ flavour” and scope to your 
battles, the Generalship rules in particular can add a great deal of enjoyment recreating 
the main battles. 
 

Gunboats etc: 
These are out with the scope of these rules. If you decide to use them however 
remember that every gun model represents 12 actual guns and when firing on the 
casualty table counts as 12 guns. A gunboat might be only armed with 2 actual guns 
therefore it would count only as firing 2 guns on the casualty table. Ironclads were       
invulnerable to field artillery and small arms fire and only occasionally heavily damaged 
by siege guns. 
 

Counter Battery Fire: 
 
When a battery was fired on by enemy guns there was always a chance some of its guns 
or mortars could be destroyed. Roll one die ten and consult the table below, if the score 
corresponds with the table then your battery has lost the appropriate number of pieces 
from enemy fire. 
 
 

Enemy guns;  
per unit firing 

Lose  
1 piece 

Lose  
2 pieces 

Up to 8 guns 
9 or more guns 

10  
 9 

n/a 
10 

 

GENERALSHIP: 
As in all wars generalship had a decisive effect on all the battles, Confederate generals 
tended to be better early in the war. However, by 1863 this advantage had been lost. To 
simulate the capabilities of the generals try the following. 

Initiative and Activation: 

 

Initiative; this is the ability that the Commander-in-Chief of an army has in gaining a 

tactical advantage over his adversary. 
 

Activation; this is the ability that corps or divisional commanders have in 

understanding and carrying out their superiors orders. Once active they will carry out 
their orders until completed or changed. 

Initiative; 

To gain the tactical initiative over his adversary each Commanding General rolls one die 
ten and adds his initiative rating to its score, the highest total gains the initiative. If 
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both totals are equal then the General with the highest rating gains the initiative. 
Generals who gain the initiative then decide whether to move their army first or second. 

Activation: 

If a corps or divisional commander is to carry out his orders he requires to be activated. 
 
For corps commanders to become active each Commander-in-Chief rolls one average die 
and adds its score to his corps commander’s activation rating and if their total is 
greater than 0 the corps commander will carry out his given orders. 
Corps commanders deduct 1 from their activation total for each complete 4” out with his 
radius of influence when trying to activate their command on receipt of their original or 
new orders. 
Once the corps commander achieves activation he may then attempt to activate his 
divisional commanders. 
 
For divisional commanders to become active their corps commander rolls one average die 
and adds its score to his divisional commander’s activation rating and if their total is 
greater than 0 the divisional commander will carry out his given orders. 
Divisional commanders out with their corps commander’s radius of influence deduct 2 
from their activation total for each complete 4” out with his command radius when 
trying to activate their command on receipt of their original or new orders. 
Only one attempt to achieve activation may be made each period. Divisional commanders 
who fail to achieve activation may not voluntarily advance or withdraw troops; however 
their troops may fire, turn etc.                    

General’s initiative and activation ratings: 

The following table gives the ratings for most of the main Generals. If however you use 
Generals I have not listed then make up your own ratings taking into account the ratings 
I have given. I would also accept that Generals performance could vary and the ratings I 
have given could also be raised or dropped as you see fit, depending on which battle is 
being re-enacted 

 

G = Gifted, S = Skilled, D = Dependable, U = Unreliable, P = Poor 
 
Example         Gen. Bragg U/D 
 
In this case initiative rating is Unreliable and activation rating is Dependable. 
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Union Generals; 
  

Confederate Generals; 

Banks   P/- 
Blair     -/U 
Blunt    -/U 
Buell     P/- 
Burnside   P/U 
Butler     P/- 
Couch     -/U 
Crittenden  -/D 
Curtis     U/U 
Dodge    -/U 
Franklin   -/U 
Fremont   P/- 
Granger   -/U 
Grant     S/D 
Hancock  -/S 
Hooker   U/D 
Howard  U/P 
Logan  -/D 
Lyon  S/S 
McClellan  U/D 
McClernand  -/U 
McCook  -/D 
McDowall  P/P 
McPherson  U/D 
Meade  D/D 

Mansfield  -/U 
Mitchell  -/U 
Ord  U/U 
Pleasanton  -/U 
Pope  P/U 
Porter  -/D 
Reynolds  -/S 
Rosecarnes  U/- 
Schofield  U/D 
Sedgwick  -/D 
Sheridan  S/D 
Sherman  G/D 
A.J.Smith  -/D 
W.F.Smith  -/D 
Stoneman  -/U 
Steele  U/D 
Sumner  -/U 
Sykes  -/U 
Thomas  D/S 
Warren  -/D 
Wilson  -/S 
Wood  -/D 
Wright  -/U 

Anderson  -/U 
Beauregard  U/U 
Bragg  U/D 
Breckinridge  U/D 
Buckner  -/U 
Cheatham  -/D 
Cleburne  -/G 
Early  U/D 
Ewell  -/D 
Forrest  -/G 
Gordon  -/S 
Hampton  -/S 
Hardee  -/D 
A.P.Hill  -/D 
D.H.Hill  -/D 
Hindman  -/U 
Hood  U/S 
Huger  -/U 

Jackson  S/S 
A.S.Johnstone  D/- 
J.Johnstone  D/- 
R.E.Lee  G/- 
S.D.Lee  -/D 
Longstreet  U/G 
Magruder  -/U 
Pemberton  U/D 
Polk  -/U 
Price  U/U 
E.K.Smith  U/D 
Stewart  -/D 
Stuart  -/D 
Taylor  S/D 
Van Dorn  U/- 
Walker  -/U 
Wheeler  -/S 

 

Commanders control and influence: 

 
This simulates the time taken for staff work, delays in the chain of command etc. 
Couriers etc are allowed for and need not be represented, however command radius and 
influence never extend across impassable terrain and is blocked by enemy units. 
 

Effect of Generals ratings: 
 

Generals ratings Initiative/Activation 

Gifted 
Skilled 
Dependable 
Unreliable 
Inept 

                    5 
                    4 
                    3 
                    2 
                    1 

 

 

A Commander-in- Chief has a radius of influence relative to his initiative rating 
multiplied by 4” in open terrain, halved in dense woods, etc e.g. 
 
Confederate C-in-C Bragg has an initiative rating of Unreliable therefore his command 
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radius is 8” in open terrain and 4” in dense woods, etc. 
 
The Commander-in-Chief can always override a corps commander and can personally 
command a corps or a single division, however if the Commander-in-Chief does this his 
initiative rating will temporarily become 0 with all the adverse effects of this new rating 
affecting the rest of the army e.g. 
 
All corps commanders have a command radius relative to their activation rating 
multiplied by 4”, halved in dense woods, etc e.g. 
 

Union corps commander Thomas has an activation rating of Skilled therefore his 
command radius is 16” in open terrain and 8” in dense woods, etc. 
 

All divisional commanders have a command radius relative to their activation rating 
multiplied by 2”, halved in dense woods, etc e.g. 
 
Confederate divisional commander Hood has an activation rating of Skilled therefore his 
command radius is 8” in open terrain and 4” in dense woods, etc. 
 
Brigades may never voluntarily leave the command radius  of their divisional commander, 
they can be given orders to fight as rear guard, hold towns etc out of his influence but 
once distant from his influence their orders can not be changed. If a brigade is forced 
out of their commander’s influence it can always turn or fire but requires to throw an 
average die to allow their brigade Commander to have the initiative to move, a score of 4 
allows a brigade to move and change formation as normal, any other result and it may not 
move.  

Orders: 

The Army commander issues orders to his corps commanders who then instruct their 
divisional commanders to carry them out. 
 
Corps orders; 
 
These are written by the C-in-C at the start of the battle; they should be brief and 
include one or more of the following instructions; 
 
ATTACK, DEFEND, ADVANCE, WITHDRAW and RETREAT. Markers should be made 
which represent these key orders. When a corps commander achieves    activation he can 
then carry out his orders. A combination of two or more orders can be given. Order 
markers should be placed face down behind the corps commander and only turned round 
to reveal his orders when he becomes active. If using a combination of orders then the 
first should be placed on top with the rest placed in the correct order below it. Only one 
order can be acted on at any one time, the corps commander should only reveal his 
orders as they apply. 
 
Example 1. 
 
C-in-C Meade could order Gen Howard to order his corps to DEFEND from Culps Hill to 
Cemetery Hill. Once Gen Howard becomes active he would turn over his order marker to 
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reveal his DEFEND orders, he would then give orders to his divisional commanders. 
 

Example 2. 
 
C-in-C R.E.Lee could order Gen Ewell to ADVANCE his corps to Gettysburg then ATTACK 
Culps Hill at 3:30pm. Once Gen Ewell becomes active he would turn over his first marker 
to reveal his ADVANCE orders, he would then order his divisions to Gettysburg. When 
all Gen. Ewell’s divisions were in position he would then remove his ADVANCE marker to 
reveal his ATTACK orders which he would then pass on to his divisional commanders. 
 
Changing corps commander’s orders; 
 
As the battle progresses and circumstances and situations alter it is likely that the C-in-
C will want to change orders, he should be limited to only one change of orders each 
period i.e. only one corps commander can be given new orders each battle period. 
 
Divisions orders; 

 
Once a corps commander becomes active he can immediately order all of his divisions. 
The appropriate order marker should be placed face down behind the divisional 
commander. When the divisional commander is activated the marker is turned over to 
reveal his orders. divisional commanders require to be activated each time they receive 
new orders. E.g. 
Corps commander Gen. Ewell could order Gen. Early to ATTACK with his division. Later in 
the battle he could give Gen. Early new orders to DEFEND. When Gen Early receives his 
new orders he immediately removes the ATTACK order replacing it with a face down 
DEFEND marker. Gen. Early must now achieve activation before he can voluntarily move 
troops to comply with this new order. 
 
Changing divisional commander’s orders; 

 
As previously mentioned an activated corps commander can always attempt to change all 
his divisional orders if required in a single battle period. 
 

 

Explanation of divisional orders; 

 

ATTACK: The division should attempt to move as fast as is possible against the enemy, 

artillery should support the attack as best it can. 
 

DEFEND: The division should hold a specified area; units may charge the enemy to 
regain lost ground. 
 

ADVANCE: All units in the division should move to a specified position, no nearer than 
12” from the enemy. Once there they will halt awaiting new orders from their corps 
commander. 
 
WITHDRAW: The division should retire to a specified area where it will halt and await 
for new orders form its corps commander. 
Artillery should cover the withdrawal as best it can. 
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RETREAT: This order can be given by the corps commander in dire circumstances but 
usually it will automatically happen when over two thirds of the divisions units are 
suffering from bad morale. E.g. retreat or rout. 
 A division which rallies over half of its units, can halt in a safe area and await new 
orders form the corps commander. 
 
If a unit in a division is assaulted and charged by the enemy while operating under 
ADVANCE or WITHDRAW orders, then the divisions orders are automatically changed 
to DEFEND. This along with an automatic RETREAT is the only circumstances where a 
divisional commander is allowed to act independently i.e. without requiring to be 
activated to operate his orders. 
 
If a unit in a division with RETREAT orders is attacked by the enemy then only the unit 
being charged may attempt to resist the assault. The rest of the division would continue 
to act under the RETREAT order 

 

New Battle Period 
This is required so that the Generalship rules may be included. 

Follow this procedure each period: 

1. Decide who has the initiative. 
2. Attempt to activate corps and divisional Commanders. 
3. Draw random effect cards if required. 
4. Both sides make all compulsory routs, retirements, etc. 
5. First army tests morale for all charging units. 
6. Other army tests morale for all charging units. (There are no counter charges 

allowed in any circumstances). 

7. First army then carries out all movements, charges, etc.  
8. Other army then carries out all movement, charges, etc.  
9. Perform all firing. ( NOTE; ranges are worked out after movement apart from 

charging units who suffer and deliver fire at a range of  1” ) 
10. Test morale for charging units that suffer casualties from firing. Unit tests at 

point blank range a distance of 1” from the enemy. 
11. Test morale for units standing to receive a charge. 
12. Fight all melees. 
13. Check for unit fatigue. 
14. Results of melees, losers must test morale. 
15. Perform all other morale tests (units test only once regardless of the number of 

circumstances during 13 and 14). Poor morale results at this point will stop units 
declaring a charge in the next period. 
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Recommended Reading 
Arms and Equipment of the Civil War by Jack Coggins. 
Battles and Leaders of the Civil War (four vol.)  by various authors. 
The Long Arm of Lee (two volumes) by Jennings C. Wise. 
Uniforms of the Civil War by P. Haythornthwaite. 
The Killer Angels by Michael Shaara. 
Officers and Soldiers of the American Civil War Volume 1 and 2 by Andre Jouineau and 
Jean-Marie Mongin, 
The Civil War 28 volumes by Times Life Books.  
Blue & Gray Magazine 6 copies per year. 
 

Recommended Viewing 

Gettysburg, Glory and Gods and Generals are all excellent films; particularly good for 
uniforms and weapons all these films give a good flavour of the period. 
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Examples of Units in action 
  

1. Firing (note that Random Event cards could affect these outcomes) 

 
 

 

 

A Confederate division is holding a position on and around a hill; a Union division is 

advancing against it. All the infantry are armed with muzzle loading rifles and the 

Confederate artillery battalion is a battalion of 12lb smoothbore guns. 

 

1 Is a raw Confederate brigade with 1 stand 4 figures firing at Union infantry brigade A 
at a range of 5¾”; start with weapon/range factor of 5 add the tactical factors of 

     

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

     

 
 

 
 

 

A 

1 

C 

3 

B 

4 

2 

D 

5 

3 ¼” 

3 ¾” 
9 ½” 1¾” 

1 ¾ “  

5¾” 

5 ¾” 
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target over two ranks deep + 4 and raw troops firing - 1 giving a total factor of 8 consult 
the casualty table which gives a 0.8 chance of inflicting a figure casualty. The units 
other 4 stands 16 figures fires at Union infantry brigade B at a range of 3¾”; start with 
weapon/range factor of 5 add the tactical factors of target in supported line formation 
+ 2 and raw troops firing – 1 giving a total factor of 6 consult the casualty table which 
gives a total of 1.9, this is 1 definite casualty and a 0.9 chance of inflicting a further 
figure casualty. The ten sided die is rolled scoring a 7 this results in Union brigades A 
loosing 1 figure and B loosing 2 figures. 
 
2 Is a veteran Confederate skirmish detachment from brigade 3 with 3 stands 3 figures 
firing at Union infantry brigade B at a range of 1¾”; start with weapon/range factor of 8 
add the tactical factors of target in supported line formation +2, veteran troops firing  
+ 1 and resting weapons on walls, fences etc +1 giving a total factor of 12 consult the 
casualty table which gives a 0.7 chance of inflicting a figure casualty. The units other 
stand 1 figure firing at Union infantry brigade C at a range of 1¾”; start with 
weapon/range factor of 8 add the tactical factors of veteran troops firing + 1 and 
resting weapons on walls, fences etc +1 giving a total factor of 10 consult the casualty 
table which gives a 0.2 chance of inflicting a figure casualty. The ten sided die is rolled 
scoring a 6 this results in Union brigades B loosing 1 figure and C loosing nothing. 
 
3 Is a veteran Confederate brigade with its remaining 5 stands 20 figures firing at 
Union infantry brigade C at a range of 5¼” to 6”; start with weapon/range factor of 5 
add the tactical factor of veteran troops firing + 1 giving a total factor of 6 consult the 
casualty table which gives a total of 2.4, this is 2 definite casualties and a 0.4 chance of 
inflicting a further figure casualty. The ten sided die is rolled scoring a 7 this results in 
Union brigade C loosing only 2 figures. 
 
4 Is a veteran Confederate artillery battalion of 8 guns firing at Union infantry brigade 
A at a range of 9½”; start with weapon/range factor of 5 add the tactical factors of 
target over two ranks deep + 4 ,veteran troops firing + 1, artillery firing at a target that 
has moved position – 1 and Confederate artillery firing at a range greater than 6” - 1 
giving a total factor of 8 consult the casualty table which gives a total of 1.4, this is 1 
definite casualty and a 0.4 chance of inflicting a further figure casualty. The ten sided 
die is rolled scoring a 4 this results in Union brigade A loosing 2 more figures. 
 
5 Is the Confederate divisional commander.   
 
A Is an experienced Union brigade which is advancing towards the enemy and its front 2 
stands 8 figures fire on Confederate brigade 1 at a range of 5¾”; start with 
weapon/range factor of 5 add the tactical factor of firing unit has moved or changed 
formation etc. – 2 giving a total factor of 3 consult the casualty table which gives a 0.4 
chance of inflicting a casualty. The ten sided die is rolled scoring a 10 this results in 
Confederate brigade 1 loosing nothing and Union brigade A being out of ammo. 
 
B Is an experienced Union brigade that has advanced to 1¾” from the enemy skirmishers 
3 stands 12 figures fire at a range of 1¾”; start with the weapon/range factor of 8 add 
the tactical factors of firing unit has moved or changed formation etc.  – 2 and target is 
skirmishing infantry – 3 giving a total factor of 3 consult the casualty table which gives a 
0.8 chance of inflicting a casualty. A further stand 4 figures fires at the skirmishers at 
a range of 2¼”; start with the weapon/range factor of 5 add the tactical factors of 
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firing unit has moved or changed formation etc. – 2 and target is skirmishing infantry – 3 
giving a total factor of 0 consult the casualty table which gives a 0.1 chance of inflicting 
a casualty, the 0.8 and 0.1 are now added together giving a total 0.9 chance of inflicting 
a casualty against the enemy skirmishers. The brigades final stand 4 figures fires at 
Confederate brigade 1 at a range of 3¾”; start with the weapon/range factor of 5 add 
the tactical factor of firing unit has moved or changed formation etc. – 2 giving a total 
factor of 3 consult the casualty table which gives a 0.2 chance of inflicting a casualty. 
The ten sided die is rolled scoring a 5 this results in the Confederate skirmisher 
detachment loosing 1 figure and Confederate brigade 1 loosing nothing. 
 
C Is a veteran Union brigade who has advanced to 1¾” from the enemy skirmishers 2 
stands 8 figures fire at a range of 1¾”; start with the weapon/range factor of 8 add the 
tactical factors of veteran troops firing + 1, firing unit has moved or changed formation 
etc. – 2 and target is skirmishing infantry – 3 giving a total factor of 4 consult the 
casualty table which gives a total of 0.6 chance of inflicting a casualty on the 
skirmishers. The brigades other 3 stands 12 figures fires at Confederate brigade 3 at a 
range of 5¼” to 5¾”; start with the weapon/range factor of 5 add the tactical factors of 
veteran troops firing + 1 and firing unit has moved or changed formation etc. – 2 giving a 
total factor of 4 consult the casualty table which gives a total of 1.0, this is 1 definite 
casualty inflicted on Confederate brigade 3. The ten sided die is rolled scoring a 3 this 
results in the Confederate skirmish detachment also loosing a figure. 
 
D Is the Union divisional commander. 
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2. Melee (note that Random Event cards could affect these outcomes) 
 

 
 
A Confederate division is attacking a Union division that is holding an area around a 

farm and small copse of trees. 

 
1 Is an experienced Confederate brigade charging in supported line formation. Having 
taken heavy fire at 1” the brigade has passed their morale to charge home against the 
Union brigade. 
2 Is a veteran Confederate brigade charging in line formation. Having taken heavy fire 
at 1” the brigade has passed their morale to charge home against the Union infantry and 
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artillery brigades. 
3 Is a Confederate brigade moving in line formation. 
4 Is the Confederate divisional commander attached to brigade 1. 
5 Is a Confederate brigade moving in manoeuvre column formation. 
 
A Is an experienced Union brigade in line formation holding its ground. 
B Is a veteran Union artillery brigade holding its position. 
C Is the Union divisional commander. 
D Is a Union brigade moving in manoeuvre column formation. 
E Is a Union brigade holding in line formation. 
F Is a Union brigade moving in manoeuvre column formation. 
 
Resolving the melee: 
 
Confederate brigade 1; start with the fighting factor of 3 add the tactical factors of 
charging or following up opponents + 1 and led by commanding General in direct line of 
command + 1 the chance die is rolled and scores a 3 giving a total factor of 8 fighting 
with 32 figures giving a result of 5.1 on the casualty table. The ten sided die is rolled 
scoring a 6 this results in Union brigade A loosing 5 figures.  
 
Confederate brigade 2; against the infantry start with the fighting factor of 3 add the 
tactical factors of veteran troops + 1 and charging or following up opponents + 1 the 
chance die is rolled and scores a 3 giving a total factor of 8 fighting with 12 figures 
giving a result of 1.9 on the casualty table.  
Against the artillery brigade start with the fighting factor of 3 add the tactical factors 
of veteran troops + 1 and charging or following up opponents + 1 the chance die has 
already been rolled and scored a 3 giving a total factor of 8 fighting with 8 figures 
giving a result of 1.4 on the casualty table. 
The ten sided die is rolled scoring a 7 this results in Union brigade A loosing 2 more 
figures and the artillery brigade B loosing only 1 crewman. 
 
Union infantry brigade A; against Confederate brigade 1 start with the fighting factor 
of 3 there are no tactical factors to add, the chance die is rolled and scores a 3 giving a  
total factor of 6 fighting with 20 figures giving a result of 2.4 on the casualty table.  
Against Confederate brigade 2 the final total of factors is also 6 but with only 12 
figures fighting the result on the casualty table is 1.4. 
The ten sided die is rolled scoring a 4 this results in Confederate brigade 1 loosing 3 
figures and Confederate brigade 2 loosing 2 figures. 
Confederate divisional commander survives the melee by rolling a 2 when testing to see 
if he has been hit/wounded. 
 
Union artillery brigade B; against Confederate brigade 2 start with the fighting factor 
of 3 add the tactical factor of veteran troops + 1 and if artillery crew – 2 the chance die 
is rolled and scores a 4 giving a  total factor of 6 fighting with 4 figures giving a result 
of 0.5 on the casualty table.  
The ten sided die is rolled scoring an 8 this results in Confederate brigade 2 loosing 
nothing. 
 
Both Union units have suffered more figure casualties than they have inflicted so they 
have both lost in melee, they will each loose a further figure casualty representing 
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troops captured during that melee period.  
As the losers of the melee both Union units must then test morale. Troops who lose a 
melee but survive their morale test are pushed back 3”; the winners may chose to follow 
up or not as they so wish. If no unit routs and both sides remain in contact the melee will 

continue next period.                                                                                       


